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Further Improvements to Addons( WEBAPP)

Abstract
OpenMRS Module Repository is where people could upload their modules, but now days there are 
lots of other repositories where people can publish the code they build, and we want to support a 
distributed ecosystem that allows people in the community to publish their OpenMRS add-ons 
wherever they want, as GitHub Releases, to Bintray, to Maven, etc. So the Module Repository has 
been replaced with an "Add-On Index.
The goal of this project is to make various enhancements to OpenMRS Addons, making it easier for
end-users to sign up for updates, show module and tag stats, and add support for Github releases.

Problem Description:

OpenMRS Module Repository is where people could upload their modules, but now 
days there are lots of other repositories where people can publish the code they build, 
and we want to support a distributed ecosystem that allows people in the community 
to publish their OpenMRS add-ons wherever they want, as GitHub Releases, to 
Bintray, to Maven, etc. So the Module Repository has been replaced with an "Add-
On Index.
The goal of this project is to make various enhancements to OpenMRS Addons, 
making it easier for end-users to sign up for updates, show module and tag stats, and 
add support for Github releases.

https://talk.openmrs.org/t/further-improvements-to-addons-webapp/22232
https://talk.openmrs.org/u/saijagadeesh


Implementation Plan:

Grails framework and groovy can be used to implement the enhancements of Addons.

The OpenMRS platform can be extended via two kinds of add-ons:

1. Modules

2. Open Web Apps

I am planning to develop a webapp with below features.

Deliverables:

 Users sign up for email updates about specific Addons.

 Display comments that people make about addons in bintray within the addons 

UI.

 Showing ratings for the modules which are downloaded most.

 Adding support for the Git Releases.

 Highlighting the most recently updated module, and most downloaded modules

on the home page.

Proposal Timeline:

Before April 20:

 Understanding completely about  the project functionality and  architecture.

 Study and understanding of previous project add-on  Index Enhancements 

Project

 Familiarize with modern JavaScript  (ReactJs+webpack for the front end)   

April 20-may 27(before official  period time):

 Continuous touch with my mentor and the community. I will be active on 

OpenMRS talk and in email to take suggestions and modifications that are 
require from the mentor 

 With mentors help I will be clear about the future goals and implementations

that need to be done for the web app.

 Keep tasks, ideas and processes well organized for achieving your project 

goals.



May 27-June 24(official period starts ):

 Display comments that people make about addons in bintray within the 

addons UI

 Submition of phase 1 evaluation 

June 25-July 5:

 Showing ratings for the modules which are downloaded most.

July 6-July 15:

 These 10 days are required to make future changes in code to improve the 

functionality, rectifying errors, checking validations, bug removals.

July 15-July 26:

 Continuous communication with the mentors and let them know about our 

progress.

 Checking with usecases, rigorous testing and fixing bugs.

July 27- July 31:

 Final documentation of the project will be done during this period.
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